Parameters Investigation of Mathematical Model of Productivity for Automated Line with Availability by DMAIC Methodology
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Automated line is widely applied in industry especially for mass production with less variety product. Productivity is one of the important criteria in automated line as well as industry which directly present the outputs and profits. Forecast of productivity in industry accurately in order to achieve the customer demand and the forecast result is calculated by using mathematical model. Mathematical model of productivity with availability for automated line has been introduced to express the productivity in terms of single level of reliability for stations and mechanisms. Since this mathematical model of productivity with availability cannot achieve close enough productivity compared to actual one due to lack of parameters consideration, the enhancement of mathematical model is required to consider and add the loss parameters that is not considered in current model. This paper presents the investigation parameters of productivity losses investigated by using DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control) concept and PACE Prioritization Matrix (Priority, Action, Consider, and Eliminate). The investigated parameters are important for further improvement of mathematical model of productivity with availability to develop robust mathematical model of productivity in automated line.

1. Introduction

Productivity is considered as an important indicator to show the performance in an industry [1]. Since the productivity criteria play an important role in real industry sector, there are several methods or assessments to express or present the productivity. Productivity can be expressed in different phases regarding six ways which are differences of concepts, model variables, calculation order, theoretical framework, accounting technique, and adjustability of the model [2]. From the overview of the research in the productivity area, overall productivity can be categorized into three perspectives which are economic, industrial, and manufacturing perspective.

In the economic perspective, productivity is defined as the ratio of outputs (goods and services) divided by the inputs (resources such as labor and capital) [3]. The definition of productivity is clearly shown in Figure 1.

From Figure 1, the general mathematical model of productivity in economical aspect is

\[ \text{Productivity} = \frac{\text{Output Produced}}{\text{Input Used}}. \] (1)

Based on the principal of economy, the primary purpose is underlying the satisfaction of human needs. There are two main activities concerned in productivity which are production and consumption [4]. Production stands for production input and output while consumption is focusing on the usage of manufacturing organization. Productivity in the economic aspect is focusing on few variables which are cost, quality, and quantity.

The second category of productivity is industrial perspective productivity. There is requirement for more assessment in terms of technology criteria when compared to economical productivity which is more focusing on the profit and cost only. Industrial productivity is assessing the performance of
the part of industrial system and one of the most famous methods to measure industrial productivity is overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) [5]. OEE is a quantitative and more reliable approach to assess the current condition of equipment entailed by observing the equipment over a period of time. The mathematical model of OEE is expressed as follows:

\[
\text{OEE} = \text{Availability} \times \text{Efficiency} \times \text{Quality},
\]

where availability = operation time/net available time, efficiency = theoretical production time/actual production time, and quality = acceptable parts/total part produced.

From the equation model of OEE, it is shown clearly that productivity is based on the availability that reflected the loss of operating time, performance that reflected in net operating time losses, and quality that reflected in value operating time loss. In industrial perspective of productivity, it contains a few specific mathematical models for productivity such as maintenance productivity model.

In manufacturing perspective of productivity, it focuses on the production rate of workstation or transfer line productivity in shop floor. The mathematical model is focusing on the rate of production in workstation or production line. Besides, it focuses on quantity and the time consumed of product. Mathematical models for productivity of workstation are important because they facilitate the evaluation of a manufacturing system on the basis of efficiency. The model in manufacturing can be in terms of manual operated, semiautomated, and fully automated mathematical modeling. Since there is application of fully automated workstation in industries based on the high demands and complexity of products, the mathematical model for fully automated lines and workstations is very important to be discovered. Although there are some mathematical model researches for productivity in manufacturing perspective, one general equation of fully automated workstation or lines is created and shown in the following equation:

\[
Q = \frac{z}{\theta},
\]

where \(Q\) = productivity, \(z\) = number of parts produced, and \(\theta\) = time used of production.

This mathematical model created and provided the information for productivity in terms of quantity and time spent which produced the result in unit of part/time. This type of mathematical model is showing the production rate in the workstation or transfer line [6]. From the basic mathematical model of productivity in perspective of manufacturing, there is a mathematical model of productivity with availability in aspect of average level of reliability which has been developed and the model of serial line with linear action is shown in the following equation [7]:

\[
\phi_{a,c} = \frac{1}{(t_{mo} + t_{a})} \times \frac{1}{1 + m_r [q \lambda_s + \lambda_c + \lambda_c]},
\]

where \(\phi_{a,c}\) = productivity of serial line with average reliability, \(t_{mo}\) = total machining time of a product, \(t_{a}\) = auxiliary time to load work pieces in machining area, \(q\) = number of stations, \(m_r\) = mean time to repair, \(\lambda_s\) = failure rates of workstation, \(\lambda_c\) = failure rates of the control system in whole line, and \(\lambda_{tr}\) = failure rates of the transport systems in whole line.

The mathematical model of productivity with availability is still not very accurate to express the actual productivity since there are a few parameters of productivity which are not considered in the model. Therefore, the parameters have to be investigated before enhancing the mathematical model of productivity with average reliability to more robust and accurate mathematical model for productivity in automated line.

2. Methodology

To investigate the potential parameter of mathematical model of productivity with availability, DMAIC methodology and PACE Prioritization Matrix have been applied for problem solving. DMAIC which stands for Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control is used to find and solve the problem effectively in six-sigma tool [8–10]. Moreover, PACE Prioritization Matrix is one of the Lean Manufacturing tools which is applied for finding prioritization parameters of productivity for improvement. PACE Prioritization Matrix is applied in the improvement stage of DMAIC for finding the potential parameter to enhance the mathematical model of productivity with average level of reliability and both combinations are considered as Lean-Sigma tools. The overall methodology is starting from definition of the problems to the improvement of parameter and is followed by final parameters which are required to be considered and improved for a more accurate model which is shown in Figure 2.

2.1. Define. The mathematical model of productivity in automated line with availability of productivity is required to state and define the main problem of the model. Both the equations of productivity which are categorized as actual productivity and average level of reliability productivity model have to be stated to show the differentiation.
2.2. Measure. Both equations are measured by using the working example of result and by the comparison between the average levels of reliability productivity result and the actual productivity result. Equations (3) and (4) are applied for calculation to show the deviation of productivity model with average reliability result with actual result.

2.3. Analyze. The purpose is to analyze the differentiation of mathematical model of productivity with availability to the actual productivity. Losses diagram of productivity is applied to find the level of loss of productivity [11]. By using this diagram, the parameters that are ignored or not considered in mathematical model of productivity with average level of reliability will be seen clearly.

2.4. Improve. Since there are many parameters which can be considered to enhance the mathematical model of productivity with availability, PACE Prioritization Matrix is used to manage the priority to focus on high impact parameters and more easier to express in terms of mathematic equation. PACE is decided by a close group who is related to and experienced in the problems and conditions. The parameters that obtained from analyze stage are put into different categorizes of PACE which are Prioritization (high priority and high impact parameter), Action (small effort with moderate impact parameter), Challenge (high impact but high difficulties), and Eliminate (small impact with high difficulties) [12]. The categories of Prioritization and Action are considered as potential parameters for mathematical model of productivity enhancement.

2.5. Control. In conjunction with the mathematical model of productivity and average level of reliability losses parameter problem, the control stage is to obtain the potential parameter from improvement stage and confirm the potential parameters for further mathematical model improvement.

3. Results and Discussions

Data collection is done in a motorcycle production company which is applying automated line in final assembly line department. The data apply to methodology above to determine the result for this research that is shown in Tables 1 to 4. Actual data from Table 3 is taken from yield of motorcycle production automated line while Tables 1 and 2 are the technical data and reliability data from the same line. Result is presented clearly with five sections and is shown as below.

3.1. Define. From the view of original productivity, the simple model of productivity is ratio of output to input. Since the requirement of industrial productivity should be more on technical parameters such as number of part and time, the actual productivity is derived in (3).

The improvement of the general equation of productivity with theory of reliability has been created which is expanding of basic equation of productivity. The mathematical model of productivity with average reliability in serial line is shown in (4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Technical data of a serial automated line.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total machining time, $t_{ma}$ (min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary time, $t_{a}$ (min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of stations, $q$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Measure. By comparing the equation above with the actual productivity, there is a set of technical data which is based on the literature review that will be applied on both equations to recognise the accuracy of mathematical model of productivity with availability compared to the actual productivity. The technical data and reliability indices are shown in Tables 1–4.

By setting the total time of processing maintained, the total processing time is equal to cycle time and the actual productivity can be measured and calculated by using (3) and the result is shown in Table 3. Besides, the total processing time shown in Table 3 is calculated by using the following equation:

$$\theta = T = t_{ma} + t_{a} = 35 \text{ min} + 0.3 \text{ min} = 35.3 \text{ min}.$$  

After calculating and measuring the actual productivity, the substitution of the data in Tables 1 and 2 into (4) which is mathematical model of productivity in average. By comparing both results of productivity, actual productivity model and model of productivity with availability are shown in Table 4 and Figure 3.

3.3. Analyze. By comparing the actual productivity and mathematical model of productivity with the availability of station in automated line, the result shows that the productivity is higher but not very close to the actual result. This means that the result of calculation of productivity with single reliability is higher when compared to actual result. Since that, the importance of mathematical model of productivity in automated line is to forecast the productivity accurately, so the mathematical model of productivity with availability must be improved. By observing both results of productivity, the actual productivity is lesser than the mathematical model of productivity result because there are a few parameters that cause losses of productivity which is not considered in the mathematical model of productivity with availability.
Table 3: Actual productivity calculation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of stations, $q$</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of products, $z$ (prod)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total processing time, $\theta$ (min)</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>35.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{ac}$ (prod/min)</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Comparison of mathematical model of productivity with actual productivity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of stations, $q$</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{ac}$ (prod/min)</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{ac}$ (prod/min)</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Graph of actual productivity ($Q_{ac}$) with average reliability productivity ($Q_{ac}$).

Figure 4: Productivity losses analysis for mathematical model of productivity with availability. $K = \text{potential productivity} (1/t_m) Q_1 = \text{cyclic productivity} (1/t_m + t_a) Q_2 = \text{productivity of bottleneck machining time} Q_3 = \text{productivity of average level reliability for stations and mechanisms} Q_4 = \text{productivity and different level reliability of stations and mechanisms} Q_5 = \text{actual productivity} L_1 = \text{productivity losses of auxiliary time} L_2 = \text{productivity losses of bottleneck of machining time of stations} L_3 = \text{productivity losses of average reliability of stations and mechanisms} L_4 = \text{productivity losses of different reliability of stations and mechanisms} L_5 = \text{productivity losses of managerial problem and rejected/defected parts}.$

Table 5 presents the parameters that are not considered in the mathematical model of productivity with availability through literature review.

From the parameters that are not considered in mathematical model of productivity with availability, the further analysis of parameters for improvement is presented via Losses Productivity Diagram. The losses of parameters in mathematical model of productivity in the actual condition can be performed in the Losses Productivity Diagram which is shown in Figure 4.

Regarding the analysis diagram of productivity losses in Figure 4, there are few types of productivity which are based on the losses level in automated line. The relationship between productivity and time used shows that when time used in production increases, the productivity of production is decreased or vice versa. Productivity is inversely proportional to production time. Potential productivity ($K$) is also called technological productivity where there is pure machining time spent and no other auxiliary or idle time ($K = 1/t_m$). This is the perfect or ideal productivity in automated line since there is no any idle and auxiliary time and this potential productivity cannot be realized in real condition of company since there must be some losses of time during production. $Q_1$ which is cyclic productivity that represents the automated line productivity considers the losses of machining time and auxiliary time but no other idle or down time included. However, in the reality of automated line in industry, there are some idle times that occurred such as maintenance and breakdown. Cyclic productivity is expressed as $Q_1 = 1/t_m + t_a$ ($Q_1 = \text{Cyclic Productivity}$, $t_m = \text{Machining Time}$, $t_a = \text{Auxiliary Time}$). Bottleneck of workstation is another reason which causes the loss of productivity because the bottleneck of machining time for one workstation will cause the delay of production time. In automated line, the flow of production is continuous and connected production. When the production time of automated line is delayed by one bottleneck workstation, the whole automated line is affected. $Q_2$ is the productivity with losses of bottleneck station ($L_2$).

The next level of productivity is average reliability of station and mechanism ($Q_3$) which included the loss of machining time, auxiliary time, and idle time regarding the average level of calculation of loss of time in workstation or mechanism with the theory of reliability. The losses of average reliability are stated in terms of $L_3$. Since the level of reliability of each workstation and mechanism is different,
Table 5: Summary of potential parameters to enhance current productivity model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Potential parameters</th>
<th>Explanations of parameter</th>
<th>Frequent</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Defected parts</td>
<td>Defected parts happen in every production line and this will affect and decrease the actual productivity</td>
<td>Frequently happen in all production line</td>
<td>[13–15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Different reliability of working stations and mechanism</td>
<td>Each of the working stations and mechanisms has its own reliability which is different from each other and this will affect the final productivity</td>
<td>Frequently happen in all production line</td>
<td>[16–18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Machining bottleneck time</td>
<td>Difference of machining time happens in the all serial line and there will be a station which has higher machining time which is considered bottleneck</td>
<td>Frequently happen in serial action production line</td>
<td>[19, 20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Time losses of managerial problems</td>
<td>Time losses due to managerial problem such as planning error will slightly affect the final productivity</td>
<td>Minor happen in production line due to avoidable parameter</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: PACE Prioritization Matrix of parameters of mathematical model of productivity.

the different levels of each workstation and mechanism have to be considered for obtaining the closer result of actual productivity and the productivity is $Q_4$, which is different level of reliability for station and mechanism with the losses of $L_4$.

Another reason that causes losses of productivity is managerial problems and rejected or defected parts ($L_5$). Actual productivity ($Q_{ac}$) is obtained after the determination of losses of managerial problems and rejected part. Managerial problems such as material planning problems will affect the time losses of production while rejected or defected parts will decrease the finished good output of automated production line. After defining the losses level of productivity in automated line, the final result affects the actual productivity which is the real condition product divided by actual time spent.

3.4. Improve. The parameters obtained from analysis, which are different level of reliability of station and mechanisms, bottleneck time of station, rejected parts, and managerial problems, will be categorized into four matrices. The obtained parameters are categorized into four groups of PACE through a discussion of closed group. The closed group consists of five people which is the productivity of automated line theory research team that included process engineers and productivity researchers. The result of discussion is categorized and shown in Figure 5.
From the analysis of PACE Prioritization Matrix in Figure 5, the defected parts are put in the first prioritization to solve since it gives high impact to the output calculation and can solve by mathematical solution. The second prioritization parameter is different level of reliability of stations and mechanism in workstation because it has high impact on mathematical model but requires more complex mathematical solution to solve when compared to defected parts parameters. Since bottleneck of machining time is easy but less impact than defected part and different reliability, it can still be solved by mathematical express so that this parameter is considered potential parameter. For managerial problems, it is less impact to the productivity result and the due to unexpected of happen is cause to difficulty to express in math form. Since the parameter obtained should be expressed in mathematical model, the parameters that focus on improving and enhancing the mathematical model of productivity with availability are defected parts, different level of reliability, and bottleneck time of machining which are used to apply and enhance the mathematical model.

3.5. Control. After the stages of define, measure, analyze, and improve, the final potential parameters which included defected parts, different level of reliability, and bottleneck time of machining are considered in future development for more robust and accurate mathematical model of productivity in automated lines.

4. Conclusion

The use of mathematical model of productivity in automated line for problem solving and for productivity forecasting becomes common. A robust and accurate model of productivity should be developed. By referring to the result obtained from this research paper, the high potential parameters that are not included in mathematical model of productivity of average level of reliability are defected parts, different level of reliability, and bottleneck time of machining. By applying these two parameters to mathematical model of productivity, the new and robust mathematical model of productivity can be developed in further research.
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